
INTRODUCTION 

A NEW LOOK AT ERROR ANALYSIS 

by 

C. W. Clenshaw 

In 1963 Wilkinson 's "Rounding errors in algebraic processes" 

appeared. This slim volu:ne set new standards in error analysis . 

Drawing together the ideas which he had presented in earlier research 

papers, Wilkinson showed that the subject could be treated as a 

coherent discipline , rather than as some mysterious ritual which had 

to be pe rformed in a different manne r over each new nume rical algorithm . 

Starting with the basic arithmetic opei:-ations of addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division , the book leads us forwai:-d through the 

various algorithms of numerical lineai:- algebra, showing how rounding 

eri:-ors can accumulate . Absolute errors and relative errors are both 

t r eated , since either may be important in any particulai:- context . 

Since 1963 there has been much work on error analysis, including 

the substantial progress 1r.ade in intei:-val analysj_s . Nevertheless, 

the basic ideas and results presented in Wilkinson's boo'k remain as 

valid and as r e levant today as they were 20 years ago. Why then should 

we wish to take a new look at error analysis? The answer is simply 

Lhat a small modification of the conventional technique can be shown 

to carry practi ca l advantages in one particular ai:-ea, and to inti:-oduce 

some thcoz:-etical simplification quite genei:-ally . 

The area in which practical advantages can be demonstrated is one 

which concerns the app i:-oximation of special functions to high precision. 

I n 1974 Professor Frank Olver of the University of Maryland spent the 

summer in Lancaster , initiating research into "unrestricted" algorithms 
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for special functions. This work was continued in his second visit 

· in 1975; and then gave rise t~ the re-examination of our error analysis. 

The term "unrestricted" implies not merely that the algorithm 

will accept any argument value for which the function i s defined. 

It also implies that any precision may be specified. Thus one such 

algorithm might produce a value of cos x correct to s decimal places, 

where xis any real number ands any positive integer. That is to 

say, it will find a number F such that 

Another algorithm of similar type might produce a value of ex correct 

to s decimal figures, where again xis any real number ands any 

positive integer. This means that the result will be a number F such 

that 

We note that in the first case it is quite natural to use the concept 

of absolute error, while in the secc..nd relative error is clearly more 

appropriate. 

When the parameters x ands are allowed to be arbitarily large, 

it becomes of primary importance that we are able to construct a 

rigorous e~ror analysis. It is in this application that a modification 

of technique proves to be of value. 

Relative precision redefined 

It is soon found that when we perform manipulations with absolute 

* These visits were made possible by a grant from the Science Research 
Council. 
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errors, the course of the work proceeds much more smoothly than when 

r elative errors are being followed. Since virtually all computations 

are new performed in floating-point aritbmetic,any detailed investig

ation of the accumulation of error in numerical algorithms must work 

with rela tive error, so the observation was pertinem.:. Furthermore, 

it appeared that the difficulties were not inherent in the nature 

of floating-point arithmetic, but were the consequence of the way 

in which relative error is conventionally defined. The subsequent 

re-examination led to a new definition, which 0lver has set out and 

described systematically in ~ts basic applications(Olver (1978)~ 

First, let us introduce a new notation. 0lver suggests 

rp(a) (1) 

to be read as "the real number a is approximated by the r ea l number 

.i to within a relative precision of a." It is our aim to attach 

precise meaning to this statement. The corresponding statement for 

absolute precision would of course be 

ap(a) (2) 

to be read as "a is c.pproximated by a to within an absolute precision 

of a. " This means 

a - a u with lul ~ a . (3) 

(It i s understood that in each case a> 0.) Now this definition has 

some convenien t and simple prope~ties; for example, if a approxj.mates 

a, then a ap1:roximates a to the same absolute precision. 'l'hat is, 
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=> a ::ea 

ap(CL) 

ap (CL) 

This property is so obvious that it is scarcely worth !:nentioning , 

except for the fact that it is not shared by the conven1:ional 

definition of relative error. Clearly 

~ 1 - CL (; ~ 1 + a 
a (4) 

does no-c imply 

1 - ~ ~ 
a 

(; 1 + a 
a 

This may not seem very important in numerical·practice, because the 

discrepancy is only of second order in a as a+ o , and 

a is usually a small number. However , the consequences can be important. 

if many operations are being c arr i ed out. Moreover, t·ne 0iscrepan.::~· 

is strictly unnecessary. Olver made the first tentative step forward 

by noting that immediate advantage would accrue by redefining 

relative precision by the inequalities 

(5) 

This of course at once meets the r equirement of symrr:ctry, the lr":,ck of 

which in the conventional d efinition we hav e deplored above . However, 

when the investigation is pressed further , we find that o ther proper-cies 

can be gained by other definitions. We seek that definitj_on which 

achieves the best balance between simpl.i city and wealth of sim,Jlc 

properties, always bearing in mind the fact that our definitio11 of 

relative error must accord reason~bly well with the conven tion~l 

intuitive idea. This, we suggest, implies that our definition should 

differ from (4) only in terms of second order in a for small a . Oivcr's 
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final definition meets the requirements so elegantly that one can 

only wonder that it has eluded numerical analysts for so long. We 

define (1) to mean 

a= a eu with lul ~a, (6) 

and note the implication that a and a are non-zero and of the same 

sign. 

It is obvious that relative precision, thus defined, has the 

required symmetry . Indeed, we see that 

a a; rp(a) 

=> Q,n a:::: Q,n a ap(a) 

so that each property of absolute precision has its counterpart in 

relative precision. Olver(1978) examines these properties and I do not 

reproduce his discussion here. However,some of the more valuable are 

the following . 

If a:::: a rp(a) 

then it follows that 

k -k 
a :::: {E>.) rp( lkl a> for any real k, 

and in particular that 

rp(a) . 
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If also 

b = b rp(S) 

then 

rp Cet+B> 

and 

rp Cet+B> • 

If also 

rp(o) , 

then 

rp(cx+o) • 

It will be seen that none of these properties is enjoyed by 

the conventional definition of relative error. 

In order to proceed with the theory, we must see how errors are 

propagated through the less simple operations of addition and sub

traction. 

Addition and subtraction 

Suppose that we require to add two positive numbers a and b, 

where 

a = a rp(Ct) and b = b rpCB> • 
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Thnt is to say, 

and 

It follows that 

- - a 
be -s ae + a + b 

~ (, 

b. 
-· b a + a + 

(Clearly if, as is usua.U.y the case, a. and S are small numbers , then 

t he upper bound U is a little greater than unity , while the lower 

bound Lis a little less.) Thus the relative precision of the sum 

is, by the definition (6), the larger of -logL and logU. It is easy 

to see that log U is the larger , so that the required res~lt is 

a + i:> ~ a + b rp l } (7) 

Since this precision cannot exceed the greater of a. and S, we also 

have the simpler, but less sharp, result that 

rp {max(a,S)} . 

In the case i n which a £ , we have without any loss in sharpness 

rp(Ci.) 

so that the s um oi two numbers with the same relative precision has 

again the same relative precisio~ . 
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When the positive number bis subtracted from the positive 

number a, the manipulations are similar. Here the lower bound for 

a-b furnishes the relative precision of the difference, and we find 
a-b 

a - b ~ a - £ rp 

{ [ 
a - b l } ln - -a 8 

ae -be j 
(8) 

In this case we derive no simplification from the case a= 8, and of 

co~rse the error of the difference (unlike that of the sum) may become 

arbitrarily large as a and b become close. Indeed, we need to place 

on the result (8) the restriction 

which merely says that in the case of subtraction, the inte rvals of 

uncertainty must be disjoint. 

It should be noted that in each of the above cases there exists 

a =esult which is the dual of that given. That is, a and b may be 

replaced by a and bin the expression for the relative precision, by 

virtue of symmetry. 

It is r8asonable to ask whether the.results for addition and 

subtraction can be combined to give 

a + b ~ a + b rp(y) 

with an expression for y that will be valid whatever the signs of a 

and b. Comparison of the results (7) and (8) does not seem too 

promising. At .best we might hope for a general y which is a little 
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greater than the precisions given by (7) and (8) in the separate 

cases, bearing in mind that (7) comes from the upper bound for a+b 

while (8) comes from the lower bound for a-b 
a+i:i 

a-i:i 

'I'he possibility of such a result arises from an extension to 

our b a sic definition which is of far-reaching importance, namely 

the extension to complex arithmetic. This extension is given in 

Olver (1978·) . The statement 

X x rp(l;) 

where xis a non-zero complex number and l; is a real number means, 

as before, 

x x eu with lul ~ l;. 

Here, of course, u is complex. 

We may now ~eek an expression giving the precision of the sum 

of two complex numbers. This could then be applied to the special 

cases of real addition and real subtraction. 

If we have the complex relations 

X ~ X rp(l;) and y ~ y rp(n) 

with x + y i O, then 

Ix - ~I 
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1;1 I -a 
u2 u3 

+2!+3!+ 

' 1;1 (~ 
~2 ~3 

+ ) + 2! + 3! ... 

1;1 (e~- 1) 

Thus we may write 

X = X + e ;ce~- 1) where 101 ~ 1 ' 

and similarly 

y = y + $ y(en- 1) where I$! t; 1. 

Thus 

where 

T = 

~=l +T 

X + y 

X +y 

say, 

We see that 

1-rl ' Ix! <e~-1> + lxl <en-1> 

Ix+ YI 
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Thus 

j1n (~] I= jln(l+T) I 
~+y 

- ln (1-K) 

and our required result is 

x+y:::ex+y rp (-ln(l-K)). · (9) 

(It has been assumed implicitly that K < 1. This condition is just 

the complex equivalent of that imposed on real subtraction, to ensure 

the non-vanishing of a denominator.) 

This result is readily applied to real addition ~nd real sub-
:. 

traction. In the former case we write x = a, x = a, y = b, y = b, 
, :a a,and n = 8, all these quantities being positive real n ,Jmbers. 

We, have at once 

K 
acea- ll + f;ce 8- 1> 

a + b 

and the relative precision is 

- ln (1-K) ln(l+K) + O(K2
) , K + 0. 

(10) 

We note that ln(l+X) is just the.relative precision of real addition 

as obtained in (7). Thus the new result differs in second-order terms 
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only. 

In the application to subtraction we write y =-band y -b, 
the other quantities being the same as in the case of addition. 

Clearly the value of K will now be given by 

Here we hay.a 

K 
aCea- 1> + b(e8 - 1> 

a - b 

- ln (1-K) 

which again differs in second-order terms only from that obtained 

earlier in (8). 

Extended multiplication and addition 

(11) 

The definition of relative precision which we are now using may 

be applied readily to any sequence of numerical operations. A simple 

example is the evaluation of an extended product. Let us write 

P
1 

= a
1

, P
2 

= a
1

a
2

, ... , pn = a
1

a
2

a
3 
... an, where each aj is a number 

which is stored in floating-point form. We suppose that the maximum 

relative rounding error in our arithmetic is E in the conventional 

sense or a according to the new definition. In any particular 

computing environment E and a will be small numbers of closely similar 

magnitude; they may indeed be identical, but this depends on the way 

in which the rounding operation is effected. 

In the conventional treatment, denoting the stored version of 

our partial product pj by pj' we have 
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Thus 

so that pn represents the required product pn with a relative error 

of E, where 

n-1 n-1 
(1-E:) . ~ 1 + E ~ (l+E:) • 

A convenient bound for Eis obtained by using a simple inequality. 

We note that if 

(n-l)e: (; o , 

then 

n-1 
(l+e:) (; 1 + k(n-1)£ 

and 
n-1 

(1-e:) ~ 1 - k(n-l)e:, 

where k is any number satisfying 

e
0
-1 

k ::;i- -o-

This observation gives at once 

!El (; k(n-l)e: . 
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It is convenient to notice a~ if (n-1)£ ~ 0.1 for example (not a 

very restrictive condition) we have k) 1.0517 ..• , so we can safely 

assert that 

!El ~ ~.0G(n-1)£ . 

To follow a similar course with the new definition, we should 

note that there are (n-1) multiplications, and the relative errors 

are precisely additive. Hence 

rp((n-l)a.) (13) 

The comparison between the conventional (12) and the new (13) is of 

interest. We cannot assert that the latter presents a sharper bou nd; 

this may or may not be true, depending on the precise relat icnship 

between£ and a.. The advantage o f (13) lies in its simplicity, in 

the fact that we do not need to include a numerical factor slightly 

in excess of unity in order to achieve rigour. 

The more difficult operation cf extended addition may be analyzed 

in a similar fashion. Suppose we require to calculate 

n 
s 

n 
E aj, where the additions take place i~ the indicated order, 

j=l 

and where again each aj is a positive floating-point number. 

conventional treatment is clearly described by the equation 

The 

s 
r 

2,3, ... ,n. 

Here sr is the stored (rounded) version of sr, and s
1 

The 
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sequence of additions yields 

s2 (al +a2) (1+£2) 

s3 (al +a.2) (1+£2) (1+£3) + a3(1+£3) 

s al (l+nl) + a
2 

Cl+n
2

) + ... + a· (l+n ) 
n n n 

where l+Tll (1+£2) (l+E:3) (l+E:) 
n 

and l+n -- (l+E:r) (l+E:r+l) r 
(l+E: n), r = .2,3, ••• ,n. 

It therefore follows that 

and (1-£)n+l-r ~ 1 + 'lr ~ (l+E:)n+l-r, r = 2,3, .•• ,n, 

so that bounds for the various nr can be determined in the way that 

was used to find bounds for E in the case of multiplication. 

~with the new treatment we write 

s ~ s 
r r 

rp(~) 
r 

and note that ~l = O since s
1 

. Our result for addition gives 

- l;r-1 

l;r ln 
sr-le 

s 
r-1 

+ a 

at once 

+ 
ar ] 

r 
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or the dual form 

ln + a. • 

Repeated use of the latter gives 

s2 a , 

[ a 1 

s3 

(a
1

+a
2

)e + a
3

, 
ln 

al+a2+a3 j + a 

[ 20 a] 
ln 

(a
1

+a
2

)e +a
3

e 

al+a2+a3 , 

It may be noted that this makes it very clear that the ar should 

be added in increasing order of magnitude in order to keep the error 

bound i;;n to a minimwn. (Of course, the same observat:ion has been made 

on consideration of the conventional analysis.) 

It is easy to extend such results to cover the cases in which 

the elements aj are themselves appro~~imated by their stored versions 

aj. In particular, let 

The extended product a
1

a
2 
..• an is then represented to within a relative 
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precision given by 

This result remains valid if any of the multiplications is replaced 

by a division; that is,it holds for the precision of the stored 

version of 

±1 
a 

n 

An important special case is that of raising a number to a 

given integer power. 

n 
a 

This holds however the nth power is built up. If, for example, 

n = 2N for integer N, then a~ may be calculated by N successive 

squarings, and 

N N 
rp {(2 -l)a+2 a

1
} • 

It is tempting to believe that since this calculation involves only 
N 

N multiplications, then the result should be rp{Na + 2 a
1

}. However, 

the successive multiplications show an increasing relative error 

thus: 

rp{3a + 4a
1

} 
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and so on. 

ae ~ ae 
1 1 

Likewise, if the numbers aj are positive, their sum is repres

ented to rp(Xn) where 

As in the simple case of n = 2, we may usefully simplify this result 

when the precisions of the individual elements do not differ greatly. 

If we write max a.= a* , then 

X ~a*+ ln 
n 

J 

When aj = a* for all j, then of course equality holds in this 

expression, and no sharpness is lost. 

Evaluation of a polynomial 

As a final example of the application of the new definition of 

relative precision, we consider the evaluation of a polynomial with 

positive coefficients and positive argument. The example is the one 

that Wilkinson (1963) also used, the truncated exponential series. 

We now follow the build-up of relative error in this calculation 
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using the new definition. 

Let 

p 

Suppose our working precision. is rp(a). This implies that our 

argument twill generally be represented by t where 

t t rp(a) 

and that each arithmetic operation will be followed by a rounding 

operation to rp(a). We seek the relative precision of p, the resulting 

approximation top. 

The nesting procedure used to calculate pis defined as follows. 

Define the sequence {er} by 

Then 

C l 
n 

c · = !. c + l for r 
r-1 r r 

p Co 

n, n-1, ••• , 1. 

We must now follow the growth of rounding er~ors through this procedure. 

Let cr be represented by er where 

C 
r 

C 
r 
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Then 

rp (3a + f,; ) 
r 

and so, by the dual of the addition rule (7), 

ln 

ln 

{ 
tc 

' 
r 

re 
r-1 

tc 
r 

-r- exp (30'--i · f,;r) + 1 

tc 
__ r_ +l 

r 

tc 
[ axp (3a+f,;r) 

r -1 
re 

r-1 

3a +t,; r 

1- (3a +f,; r) 
+ a, 

+ O', 

'\ 

l +l I 

X X 
because ln(l+x) ~ x and e -1 ~ l-x for O ~ x < 1. 

+ a 

To deal effectively with this non-linear inequal ity it is 

convenient to introduce a constant~; it is any number which exceeds 

{1-(3a+f,; )}-l for all r. Then 
r 

We can easily show that er~ cr-l for all r. 

it follows that 

Then, since 

~r-1 ~ 1 + 4 [:K + ~2 + + (tK)n ] 
a r (r+l) • • · . r (r+l) •.. n ' 
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a nd i n particular 

so tK 
-- ~ 4e - 3 • 

a 

The refore we may conc lude 

p p 

We r ecall t h.?,t K must exceed {1- (3a.+l; 0 ) }-
1 , s i nce this exceeds 

{1-( Ja+s )}-l for any r > O. Thus K must satisfy 
r 

Given the wor king precision a. , a nd an interval in which t must lie, 

i t i s easy to fix ctn a c ceptable v alue for K. For example, if 

a ~ 10-S and t ~ 4 t hen K = 1.01 wi ll suffi ce. We can then assert 

p p rp {( 4el.Ol t_3) a} . 

CONCLUSION 

As w: h a ve said , t !-ds method of ana lys is r.,ay be applied to any 

si:?qu ence o f arithme tic operations, often with advantage. Nl"l new doors 

ar~ thereb 1 opened : any resul t t hat can be o b taine d h a s its e quivalent 

in the conventional a na l ysis. This whole s i:.udy is i n the nature of 

tidying-up. Wilkinson sho wed that a n orde rly discipline in error 

analysis was p o ssible and indeed nece ssary: t he new definition of 

r elati~e error under l i n e s his les son. 
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